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Abstract

The focus of this work is on the problem of feature ex-
traction for vehicle detection. Feature extraction is a key 
point of pattern recognition. In particular, we propose us-
ing improved wavelet feature extraction approaches based 
on HSV space for rear-vehicle detection. Wavelet features 
are attractive for vehicle detection because they form a 
compact representation, encode edges, capture informa-
tion from multi-resolution, and can be computed 
efficiently. Currently, the wavelet features based on coef-
ficients and grayscale space are easily affected by the 

 surroundings and illumination conditions and 
cause high intra-class variability. In order to deal with this 
problem, three improved wavelet feature extraction ap-
proaches based on HSV space are proposed. The 
experimental results indicate that the improved ap-
proaches based on HSV show super performance 
compared with the current methods based on both HSV
space and Grayscale space. Furthermore, they also show 
better results than themselves based on Grayscale space.

1 Introduction 

Vehicle detection is the basis for driver assistance sys-
tem (DAS), and it is a challenging task because it is not 
only affected by the shape, size, color and pose of vehicles, 
but affected by illumination, weather, surroundings and 
the surface of different roads. So it needs good adaptive 
pattern recognition algorithms which lead to higher re-
quest for feature extraction. Matthews et al. [1] gave an 
introduction on how to use Principal Components Analy-
sis (PCA) to extract features of Region of Interest (ROI) 
for vehicle detection. It scaled the vehicle training images 
and non-vehicle training images to 20 20 grayscale im-
ages, each 20 20 image was then divided into 25 4 4
subwindows, each 4 4 subwindow was extracted by PCA. 
The PCA features were then fed to NN for classification.
Goerick et al. [2] proposed using Local Orientation Code 
(LOC) for extracting edge information of ROI. The histo-
gram of LOC was then fed to NN for classification. 
Features extraction using Gabor filters was investigated in 
[3] [4], Gabor filters provide a mechanism for obtaining 
edge and line information of ROI by tuning orientation 
and scale. An over-completed dictionary of Haar wavelet 
features was utilized in [5] for vehicle detection. They 
argued that the over-completed representation provided a 
richer model and spatial resolution and was more suitable 
for capturing complex patterns. Sun et al. [6] [7] per-
formed the comparison of three methods of wavelet 
feature extraction which are all based on coefficients and 

grayscale space. 
Wavelet features based on coefficients and grayscale 

space not only indicate the difference in average intensity 
between local regions along different orientations, but 
include the information on the sign of the intensity gradi-
ent [6] [7] [9]. This feature pattern means that two 
attributes which are belonging to the same class with same 
absolute values but different signs denote two different 
features. So this feature pattern will lead to high in-
tra-class variability and increase the complexity of 
classification. Furthermore, Wavelet features based on 
grayscale space are sensitive to illumination changes and 
noise in a sense. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 
2, we provide the description of the improved methods of 
wavelet feature extraction in detail. Experimental results 
are listed in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 contains our 
conclusions and directions for future research. 

2 Improved wavelet feature extraction 

In this section, we first introduce the wavelet pyramid 
decomposition process on 2-Dimensional signals, and then 
introduce the improved approaches based on wavelet co-
efficient magnitudes and HSV space in detail. 

2.1 Wavelet pyramid decomposition 

Wavelets have broken through the constraint of tradi-
tional analysis methods of signal – Fourier transform. 
They can analyze the different regions of a signal in dif-
ferent resolutions and have been applied successfully in 
many fields including objects detection [5], face recogni-
tion [8] [9] and image retrieval [10]. 

The basic steps of 2-Dimensional discrete wavelet 
pyramid decomposition are as follows: 

First, each row of N N image is filtered by lowpass 
filter and highpass filter respectively and then half down 
sampled. The half-down-sample removes one column 
every other column of N N image to obtain an N  (N/2) 
image. 

Second, each column of N  (N/2) filtered image is fil-
tered by low-pass filter and high-pass filter respectively 
and then half down sampled. Down sampling removes one 
row every other row after two filters. Figure1 shows the 
process of decomposition, each branch denotes an (N/2) 
(N/2) image and makes different contribution during
analysis process for N N image. The lowpass filter for 
rows of image makes every row blurry. Then the lowpass 
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filter for columns of image produces the low pass ap-
proximation of the entire image. The fourth branch 
denotes the approximation of the entire image. If columns 
are filtered by highpass filter after rows are filtered by 
lowpass filter, the changes between rows are captured, and 
that is, horizontal detail is disclosed. The third branch de-
notes the horizontal detail. The top branch denotes
filtering the image firstly with the highpass filter. Rows 
filtered firstly by highpass filter means highlighting 
change between two neighbor pixels of given rows, then 
columns filtered by lowpass filter blurs the changes be-
tween rows, which produces vertical detail. The second 
branch shows the vertical detail. When columns are fil-
tered by highpass filter after rows are filtered by highpass 
filter, the filtered results represent neither the horizontal 
detail nor the vertical detail. In fact, they produce diagonal 
detail of the original images, as is shown in the first 
branch. If we process the same steps on the (N/2×N/2)
lowpass detail as on the original N×N image, we can get 
four N/4 × N/4  subimages: lowpass detail (LL), 
horizontal detail (HL), vertical detail (LH) and diagonal 
detail (HH). The analysis may go on until the subimage 
just has one pixel. 

Figure 1.  avelet pyramid decomposition process. 

Haar wavelet is the simplest to implement and demands 
the least computational load. Moreover, since Haar basis 
forms an orthogonal basis, the transform provides a 
non-redundant representation of an input image. So we 
adopt Haar wavelet for pyramid decomposition. 

2.2 HSV color model 

Color is one of the most important information for vi-
sion. Human vision can be described in various color 
model forms, e.g. RGB color model, YIQ color model and 
HSV color model. The HSV color model is closer to the 
description of human sight sensation. 

HSV stands for Hue, Saturation, and Value.  (1) 
gives the expression of RGB color model transformed to 
HSV color model. 
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2.3 Improved methods 

For an input RGB image, firstly, it is scaled to a 32 32
RGB image. The scaled RGB image is then transformed
into HSV image according to above (1). Finally 5 levels 

wavelet decomposition is performed based on the “
(value)”-channel of HSV space, and then the absolute 
values of each of the coefficients are obtained. For the 5 
levels wavelet coefficient magnitudes, we propose three 
improved approaches to produce the wavelet feature vec-
tor. 

Removing HH ub-band of he irst evel: Firstly, keep 
all the coefficient magnitudes except the ones in the HH 
sub-band of the first level, because the removed ones are 
likely to encode noise. Then, normalize the data to [0, 1]. 
Finally form the normalized data to a feature vector of 
size 768. 

Hard-threshold iltering: Firstly, normalize all coeffi-
cient magnitudes to [0, 1], Then, set the coefficient 
magnitudes which are smaller than a threshold value to 
zeros while keep the others invariable. Finally form the 
processed data to a feature vector of size 1024. Because 
small data indicate mostly noise or fine details that are not 
essential for vehicle detection. 

Level iltering: Firstly, normalize all coefficient magni-
tudes to [0, 1]. Then filter the normalized data of different 
levels by using different thresholds according to above 
Hard-threshold Filtering. Finally form the processed data 
to a feature vector of size 1024. Because the coefficient 
magnitudes from different levels represent different reso-
lution feature information, and the coefficient magnitudes 
in the same level have better contrast than that of all lev-
els.

Above three improved wavelet feature extraction 
methods, the main advantage of normalizing the coeffi-
cient magnitudes to [0, 1] is to avoid the problem that 
attributes in greater numeric ranges dominate those in 
smaller numeric ranges. Another advantage is to avoid 
numerical difficulties during the classification calculation. 

3 Experimental results 

The proposed features extraction approaches were used 
to detect vehicles in our rear-vehicle detection system 
based on monocular vision. The system consists of two 
stages: ROIs generation and vehicles validation. At first, 
used the shadow underneath a vehicle and aspect ratio to 
segment ROIs, and then verified the vehicles’ existence in 
ROIs. In nature, the validation of vehicle’s existence is a 
two pattern recognition problem: vehicle vs. non-vehicle. 
In the application, the improved approaches were adopted 
to extract features of the selected vehicles and 
non-vehicles. Then the obtained features set were used to 
training SVM classifier. Finally, the SVM classifier was 
used to verify the vehicles’ existence in ROIs segmented 
from testing frames. 

Different real-world scene videos taken from a camera 
mounted on a moving vehicle were used for evaluating the 
presented algorithm, and they were taken on different day-
time scenes, including highway, urban common road, 
sparse road, etc. Sometimes roads are covered with japan-
ning, smear, snow, etc. 7,446 training frames and 3,500 
testing frames are extracted respectively from different 
videos. We selected a total of 3,058 samples from the 
segmented ROIs for training which include 1,171 vehicle 
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samples (positive samples) and 1,887 non-vehicle samples 
(negative samples) , the testing frames contain 6,457 ROIs 
which include 4,157 vehicles and 2,300 non-vehicles. 
Figure 2 shows the vehicle and non-vehicle training ex-
amples. The vehicles in the training and testing frames 
includes various kinds of vehicles such as cars, 1boxs, 
trucks and buses as well as different colors such as red, 
blue, black, gray, etc. Furthermore, it not only includes 
vehicles near the ego vehicle but the ones far from the ego 
vehicle. The non-vehicles in the training and testing im-
ages includes roads, buildings, green plant, advertisements 
boards, bridges, traffic signs, guardrails, and so on. 

SVM classifier with RBF kernel was performed to 
evaluate the proposed approaches and current methods in 
the rear-vehicle detection system. The optimal parameters 
were selected via 5-fold cross-validation. 

Figure 2.  Examples of vehicle and non-vehicle training 
samples. 

To evaluate the performance of the approaches, the true 

positive rate (or vehicle detection) pt  and false positive 

rate pf  were recorded. They are defined as follows. 
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Where TPN , FPN , TNN  and FNN are the number of 

objects identified as true positives, false positives, true 

negatives and false negatives respectively. The following 

six methods were evaluated based on the same training 

and testing set. 

1. Keep all signed coefficients except the ones in 
the HH sub-band of the first level [9]. 

2. Select 100 largest signed coefficients [6] [7]. 
3. Keep 100 largest signed coefficients and quantize

them to -1, 0, and 1[6] [7]. 
4. Proposed emoving HH Sub-band of he irst

evel based on unsigned coefficients. 
5. Proposed ard-threshold iltering based on un-

signed coefficients. 
6. Proposed evel iltering based on unsigned coef-

ficients.
Here we perform two group experiments based on HSV 

space and Grayscale space respectively.  
The vehicle detection results of the first group experi-

ments are shown in Table 1, and the results of the second 
group experiments are shown in Table 2. The ROC curves 
of the first and the second group experiments are shown in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. 

From Table 1 and Table 2, especially from figure 3 and 
figure 4, we can find that the proposed feature extraction 

methods based on HSV space have super performance 
compared with the current methods based on both HSV
space and grayscale space. Furthermore, they also show 
better results than themselves based on grayscale space. 
On the other hand, from figure 4, we can find that the 
proposed approach 1) has the best performance among the 
three proposed approaches, because it has more classifica-
tion feature information than the others. 

4 Conclusion and future work 

We have proposed three improved approaches of Haar 
wavelet feature extraction based on wavelet coefficient 
magnitudes and HSV space for rear-vehicle detection. Our 
experimental results and comparisons have shown that the 
proposed approach 1) based on HSV space has better per-
formance than the others based on both HSV space and
grayscale space. Moreover, it can also be adapted to
front-vehicle detection. However, the best feature extrac-
tion approach produces 768-dimensional  vector, 
for future work, we will investigate the methods to reduce 
the dimension of feature vector in order to reduce the 
computational load and enhance the generality ability for 
classification.
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Table 1.  The vehicle detection results based on grayscale
space.

      Metrics

Methods pt pf

1 91.80% 17.35% 

2 96.78% 22.39% 

3 79.07% 4.04% 

4 97.14% 7.04% 

5 96.61% 6.39% 

6 97.04% 6.70% 

Table 2.  The vehicle detection results based on HSV 
space.

      Metrics

Methods pt pf

1 93.82% 16.30% 

2 96.44% 19.04% 

3 79.46% 5.83% 

4 96.61% 4.74% 

5 96.80% 6.35% 

6 96.42% 5.00% 
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Figure 3.  ROC curve of the six methods based on gray-
scale space. 

Figure 4.  ROC curve of the six methods based on HSV 
space.
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